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Dakota Resources:
"A People without History Is Like
Wind on the Buffalo Grass":
Lakota Winter Counts
Ron McCoy

"Some there be," the anonymous scril:x? of the ancient Book of
Ecclesiasticiis recorded, "which have no memorial, who are perished
as though they had never been."' This sentiment was shared by the
people of the seven affiliated Lakota, or western Sioux, bands—
Oglalas, Sicangus, Hunkpapas, Minneconjous, Itazipcos, Oohenonpas,
and Sihasapas—who knowingly told one another, "A people without history Ls like wind on the buffalo grass."Once, Lakotas confidendy counted much of the Northern Great
Plains as their domain. Moving tipi villages in response to the migration of buffalo hercbi, raiding neightoring tribes for horses, locked in
deadly combat with enemies made cautious by their power or rendered foolish by hLibris. Lakotas ixMdly .seized a prominent place in
the still-forming national mind as die symbolic embodiment of North
America's Plains Indians. The names of Lakota heroes like Sitting
Bull, Red Cloud, and Crazy Horse echoed as much through die halls
of power in Washington, D.C., as diey reverberated in the minds of
the general public. By the late-nineteenth century, however, all this
changed. Lakota life tcK>k a bad turn, as these previously wide-ranging, fiercely independent people so accustomed to triumph Ibund
themselves utterly defeated. Confined to reservations in Nordi and
1, EcclUS, 44:9.
'
2, Mari Sandez, Introduction to A Pictof^ntphic History of the Oglala Sioux, by Amos
Bad Mean Bull and Helen H, BHsh (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1967), p. xix.
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South Dakota, Lakotas could spend much time reflecting on tlieir richly textured liistory, sometliing about which they knew a gocxi deal.
The first iiint European Americans got that Lakotas and their relatives the Nakotas possessed a keen sense of their own history came
in 1877, when soldier-ethnologist Garrick Mallery's paper on the
topic appeared. In a publication issued by the United States Geological and Geographical Survey, Mallery detailed the Nakota/Lakotas'
method for recording tlie tribal saga. A United States Army infantry
captain who spent time among the Lakotas, the author repoaed that
even before reservation days some trit^esmen took paias to preserve
historical records. They did this by creating piciographic chronicles
called winter counts.-^ In a typical "winter count"—a literal translation
of the Lakota ivaniyetu iydwa—a tribal historian, probably a maaire
man noted tor Iiis memory and talented recitations of good stories,
drew a pictographic chronology of memorable events.'* The drawings were traditionally done on buffalo hide, although other hides,
pieces of paper, and strips of canvas or muslin miglit also suffice.
Each picaire represented an incident that designated a particular
"winter," or year as reckoned from the first snowfall of one winter to
the first snowfall of the next.^
3- Garrick Mallery, "A Calendar of the Dakota Nation," United States Geological and
Geographical Siinvy Bulletin 3, no. 1 (9 Apr. 1877): 1-25. MaUery ¡oined the Smithsonian
Institutions Bureau of Elhnology in 1879. By the time of his dealh in 1894. he liad published
nine Ukota winter counts. For more on Maliery. see Roben Fletcher, "Colonel Garrick Mallery.
U.S.A.." American Anthropologist 8 (Jan. xm'^Y. 79-80; Francis B. Heitman, Historical Register and Dictionary of tlje United States Army. 2 vols. (Washington, D.C.: Government Priming Office, 1903), 1:686; Neil M. Judd. The Bureau of American Ethnology: A Partial History
(Norman; Universily of Oklahoma Press. 1967X pp. 11. 65. MaUery"s other winter count
publications are: "Pictographs of the North American Indians: A Preliminary Paper." in Fourth
Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution,
1882-1883 (Wa.shington. D.C.: Government Printing Olfite, 1886). pp. 3-256. and "PictureWriting of the American Indians." in Tenth Annual Report of the Bureau ofEthnoloev ( 1893)
pp. 3-807.
4. Other Lakota terms for these chronicles include ivaniyetu ivowapi f "winter records"
or "winter pictures") and héktayawapi ("counting back"). James H. Howard. "Dakota Winter
Counts as a Source of Plains History." Anthropological Papers. Numbers 57-62, Smithsonian
Institution, Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin no. 173, Paper no. 6l (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, I960), p. 339; Mallery, "Pictographs," p. 128. and "Picture-Writing," p. 266.
5. Wlilliam] Plhiloi Clark, The Indian Sign language, with Brief Explanatory Notes of the
Code of Peace and War Signals of Our Aborigines (Philadelphia: L. R. Hammersly & Co.,
1885), pp. 378, 410; Frederick W. Hodge, ed.. Handbook of American Indians North of
Mexico. Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of American Elhnology. Bulletin no. 30, pt. 1 (Washington. D.C.: Government Printing Office. 1907). pp. 189-90; James R. Walker, /-akota Society, ed. Raymond J. DeMallie (Uncoln; University of Nebraska Press, 1982), p. 123.
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Sam Kills Two, a Lakota
Indian also known as Beads,
puts the finishing touches on
a hide winter count.

Generally, a single episode sufficed for die purpose of giving a
name to each of the years listed in a winter count: "Hoises arrived
stampeding winter," "Tliey camped widi die Mandans winter," "One
Horn broke Ills leg winter," "Crazy Horse killed winter," and so forth.
These chronicles are often named for the keeper from whom they
were originally obtained, and part of the sequence found in the Iron
Hawk Winter Count Ls typical of die way years are named;
1821 - A noisy star passed by
1822 - Ghost Dog died
1823 - Standing in a field, diey took com [after joining
Americans in attacking an Arikara village]
1824 - They used a whitened buffalo horn [for a ceremony]
1825 - Turgid water brought destruction [ñood]*^"
A non-Indian corollary to a winter<ount event might be the Big DieUp when the Great Plains catde industry was devastated during die
winter of 1886-1887. Modem examples might include the deaths in
1942 of the five Sullivan brothers aboard the torpedoed U.S.S.Juneau during the naval batde of Guadacanal; John F. Kennedy's assas6. "Iron Hawk Winter Co\¡ni-Omaka lyohi On Token Woyakapi," lapi Oaye 65 (Aug.Sep. 1936): 4.
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sination in 1963; recent floixling of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers; or die cataclysmic destruction of New York's World Trade Center.
How, exactly, die keeper of a winter count was chosen Ls not
clear, but die famous Oglala religious figure Black Elk recalled during a 1944 interview, "Various people in each camp remember and
are die ones who hand down die stories." Black Elk further maintained, "Mosdy die history tellers were medicine men."" Garrick Mallery
learned that among die Lakotas' Yanktonai (Nakota) relatives die
"keeper of die count" was responsible for the perpetLiation of history. "Widi the counsel of the old men of his tribe, he decided upon
some event or circumstance which should distinguish each year as it
passed, and marked what was considered to be its appropriate symbol or device upon a buffalo robe kept for die puipose," Mallery
recorded. "Tlie robe was at convenient times exhibited to odier Indians of the tribe, who were thus taught the meaning and use of the
signs as designating die several yeai^s."*^
Deciding which events should be included in a winter count may
have been the kc*epers' responsibility, but given the emphasis for
consensus in Lakota society, it is likely diat some sort of general
agreement by a band's elders, of die sort diat Mallery suggests, often
played an important role in the selection process. The merging, splitting, and reconstituting meml-)ership of Lakota groups guaranteed a
marked homogeneity in die events contained in winter counts dirough
a process akin to cross-pollination, as the memories from one group
invariably merged with those of others. The Lakotas were, after all,
not a nation of some 280 million individuals but a tribal people
numbering something Ie.ss than one ten-diousanddi that size. It should
only be expected dien diat die counts of die closely aligned Oglalas
and Sicangus, for example, often show numerous similarities; so,
too, do those pertaining to die equally intertwined Minneconjou,
Itazipco, Oohenonpa, Sihasapa, and Hunkpapa groups.
7. Raymond J. DeMallie, ed., The Sixth Grandfather: Black Elk's Teachings Giiien to John
G. Neihariit(Ui\co\n. University of Nebraska Press, 1984), pp. 333-34. Black Elk also had ihis
to say aiXRit the ability to "read" pictographs: "There Is a place En the Black Hills, also on the
Little Big Horn, a bank of solid rock where there are inscriptions thai only a medicine man
can read. It is a mystery. There is one in the Black Hills that only a medicine man can read,
. . , We don't know who wrote it, but a medicine man can decode il and get the meaning" (p.
376).
8, Mallery, "Picture-Writing," p, 266.
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I^kota Winter counts fall into that category of cultural artifacts
known as "mnemonic devices." A mnemonic device works as a triggering meclianism by calling forth specific infonnation from die minds
of knowledgeable persons, In the case of winter counts, pictures in
die historical sequence animated the memories of die count keepers
and others familiar widi the Lakota saga. In this way, the singularly
memorable occnjrrence that represented each winter aided in Lakotas'
efforts to recall an entire year. More, knowledge about a string of
such events, hooked up together and properly explained, could lend
deeper meaning to a series of years, By extension, a broad array of
episodes might Ixí used to convey a strong sense of the rich texture
and intimate context characterizing Lakotas' perception of their own
liLStorical experience.
LakotiLs were not die only North American Indians who preserved
sequential, mnemonic records of their past. On the nordiem plains
alone, pictographic histories found a secure niche in the Lakota,
Nakota, and Blackfoot cultures.'' On the southem plains, Kiowas
maintained monthly chronicles as well as summer-and-winter counts.
A written Mancbn-Hidatsa count has been reported. Speculation has
bfeen offered alx>ut the possible former existence of a Ponca count.'"
Different, but nevertheless related, practices existed elsewhere. For
example, Arizona's Pinias and the closely affiliated Tohono O'odham
maintained radier rudimentarily airved calendar sticks, wliile wampum belt histories existed in the northeastem United States." However, it is among the Lakotas that the pictographic scheme associated
with winter counts truly fiowered.
Although Lakotas maintained a chronology consisting of a series
of annual events, their language contained no word direcdy corresponding to the Fnglish term "time." Lakotas envisioned such con9. Although il must be used with considerable caution, James H. Howard. The British
Museum Winter Count. British Museum, Occasional Paper no. 4 (London, 1979), pp. 97-109,
contains a caialogue of winter counts, albeit incomplete, sometimes misleading, and occasionally downright inaccurate,
10. James Mooncy, "Calendar History of the Kiowa Indians," in Sei'evteenth Annual Report
of the Bureau ofAmerican Ethnology ('Í898), pp, 129-445; James H. Howard, "Butterfly's Mandan
Winter Count. 1833-1876," Etbnohistory 1 (Summer I960): 28-43; Howard The Ponca Tribe,
Smithsonian institution. Bureau of American Etluiology, Bulletin no. 195 (Washington, D,C,:
Government Printing Office, 196S>, pp. 71-72.
11. Frank Kussel!, "Pima Annals," American Anthropologist. N.S. 5 (Jan.-Mar. 1903): 76-80;
Ruth M. Underhlll, "A Papagn Calendar Record," Unit'ersity of New Mexico Bulletin 322. Anthropological Series, vol. 2, no. 5 (1 Mar. 19.38); J. Dyneiey Prince, -The Passamaquoddy
Wampum Records" Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 56 (Dec, 1897): 479-81.
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cepts as day (anpetu), night (banyetn), moon or lunar month
imyauKipi), season (nmkoncage), and year or winter (omaka and
waníyetü), as well as divisions of night and day They neidier possessed nor required units of precise measurement comparable to
seconds, minutes, or hours, let alone die 365.24220-day year.'^ Lakotas'
mediod of reckoning larger divisions of time widi winter counts,
forming chronologies based upon a number of years' most significant events, reflects a way of diinking diat had long found favor in
many other cultures. Ancient Babylonians and Egyptians maintained
similar listings of events and so, for diat matter, did more dian a few
medieval European chroniclers.'^
Looking to pictures as a way of preserving a record of past events
is quite consistent widi die ways of die Lakotas' prereservation culaire. Consider die extensive use of pictographic images warriors
used to display records of dieir batdefield accomplishments on clodiing, buffalo robes, tipi liners, and ledger books." Widiin diis cultural
universe, nonverbal communication rested upon easily related, widely
12, Vemon D. Malan and R. Clyde McCone. "The Time Concept, Perspective, and Premise
in the Socio-Cultural Order of the Dakota Indians," Plains Anthropologist 5 (May I960): 1215; Walker, Lakota Society, pp. 122-23. The Lakota terms are based on Eugene Biiechel. A
Dictiofiary of the Teton Dakota Sioux iMnfiuage.- Lakota-English: English-Lakota. ed. Paul
Manhart (Pine Ridge. S.Dak.: Red Cloud Indian School, 1970).
13, Harry E. Barnes. A History of Historical Writing, 2d ed.. rev. (New York: Dover
Publications, 1962), pp. 13-14.
14, For an excellent introduction to Plains Indian biographical art, .«ee James D. Keyser,
The Five Crows Ledger. Biographic Warrior Art of the Flathead Indians (SAt Uke Ciry; University of Utah Pre.ss, 2000).

The topknot worn by the
Crori- warrior at right in
this detail from the Cloud
Shield Winter Count
distinguishes him from his
lakota adversary.
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understood gesaires and images, such as Plains Indian sign language and the imagery of pictographic symbols. For Lakotas. drawings conveyed ideas—at the least, general ideas; sometimes, very
specific ideas—about events in an abbreviated, shorthand form. In
diis art-as-communication world, certain symlx)ls imparted precise,
unambiguous messages. The tribal membership of some of the human figures appearing in combat scenes could be stated: a Crow
might be recognized by his distinctive pompadour hairstyle; a Pawnee, by moccasins with flared cuffs; a European American, by a
beard or comparatively exotic clothing.''' (In a similar way, today we
might recognize a reference to Al:)raham Lincoln by observing no
more than the stylized silhouette of a tall, bearded figure wearing a
stovepipe hat.)
However ambiguous such messages may seem to us today, the
tribal audience for which they were originally intended instandy
grasped their meanings. Consider the following story derived from
recollections of Ankara scouts who accompanied Lieutenant Colonel George Armstrong Custer and the Seventh United States Cavalry
on its ill-fated Litde Bighorn campaign in the summer of 1876:
About nightfall [24 June] they came to an abandoned Dakota
[sic] camp where there were signs of a sun dance circle. Here
there was evidence of the Dakotas having made medicine, the
sand had been arranged and smoothed, and pictures had been
drawn. The Dakota scouts in Ouster's army said that this meant
the enemy knew the army was coming. In one of the sweat
lodges was a long heap or ridge of sand. On this one Red Bear,
Red Star, and Soldier [all Ankara scouts) saw figures drawn
indicating by hoof prints Custers men on one side and the
Dakota on the other. Between them dead men were drawn
lying with their heads toward the Dakotas, The Arikara scouts
understood this to mean that the Dakota medicine was too
strong for them and that they would be defeated by the Dakotas. "'
That drawing on the sand inside the Lakota sweat lodge represented
the Hunkpapa chieftain Sitting Bull's vision of soldiers falling
headfirst—that is, dead—into the tribal encampment. The Arikaras
15. Mallery, "Picture-Writing," pp. 380-86,
i
16. W, A. Graham, The Custer Myth: A Source Book of Custenana(HamshuTg,Pa.: Stackpole
Co,, 1953), p. 30,
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comprehended the contours of that message without any difficulty.
Similarly, while the particulars of a story associated witli a drawing in
a Lakota winter count might not be fully encapsulated within the
drawing itself, its general characteristics could almost certainly be
meaningfully conveyed to those familiar with tiie lexicon of Plains
Indian pictographic communication. Small wonder, then, that the
Plains Indian sign language gesture for the concept of "history" took
the form of sketching on the palm of ones hand. Or that tlie Lakota
term for "draw" also means "write," while that for "picture" can convey the idea of "book."'^
Like life itself, the winter counts were by no means static. Over the
years, Lakota winter counts underwent a three-phase process of development, one that was at once both evolutionary and revolutionary. The earliest known counLs—and all those presently known are
nineteenth- and twentieth-century creations, usually copies or composites of now-vanished, earlier chronicles—consist of pictogniphs
on animal hide, typically a buffalo robe. There appears to have been
no established rule for the arrangement of pictures in these counts
(or in the seemingly inexhaustible supply of copies). Some count
keepers painted the figures in outward-moving clockwise or counterclockwise spirals. Occasionally, a square or rectangular pattern replaced the spiral, with pictographs arrayed in an inward-to-outward
or outward-to-inward progression. Other counts adhere to the ancient Greek boustropliedon arrangement, a serpentine scheme in
which the drawings are meant to he read linearly from right-to-left
(or left-to-right) on one line, then in the opposite direction on the
next, and so on until the end. By at least the late 1870s, some Lakota
count keepers put their drawings, now more often arranged in a
right-to-left or left-to-right linear pattern, on surfaces of non-native
manufacture such as linen cloth or the paper pages of notebooks.
Sometimes these chronicles also include information about the depicted events iii written English, romanized Lakota, or lx)th languages."*
The practice of providing written emendation foreshadowed the
third phase in winter-count development, which emerged after the
17. Keyser, Fiw Crows Ledger, pp. 3-6; Clark. Indian Sign Language, p. 211; Buechel,
Dictionary of the Teton Dakota Sioux Language.
18. Roger T. Grange, Jr.. "The Garnier Oglala Winter C.oiinl," Plaim Anthropologist 8
(May 1963): 74. James H. Howard, in British Museum Winter Count, p. 6, suggests ihai the
oldest type of winler count was one preserved solely in the memory of the count keeper.
The only tribe from which such counts have been reported are the Blackfeet of Montana
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mid-1870s wlien some tribal historians abandoned pictographs altogether in favor of written descriptions. Among tliose who did so was
Wliite Bull, a Minneconjou nephew of the famed Hunkpapa leader
vSitting Bull, wlio obtained a winter count from a fellow tribesman
named Hairy Hand around 1879. According to Wliite Bull, tliis count's
pedigree stretched backfiximHairy Hand to his brother-in-law, Steamlx>at. Upon coming into possession of the liistory, Wliite Bull consulted a numl>er of Lakota elders concerning the pictographs' accepted interpretation. Altliough White Bull now owned what we can
assume to have been a perfectly good winter count painted on hide,
he thereafter preserved the record in a radically different form. According to his biographer, "Having learned to write in his own language, Wliite Bull saw no need to rely upon painted hides for his
clironology, and transcribed the events of each year in a book purchased for that purpose."^^
In summing up die evolution of Lakota winter counts, we need
only look at tliree different examples. The first is the pictographs originally painted on an antelope or deer hide by The Sw^n, a Minnecx)njou,
in the 1860s. The illustration corresponding to the year 1814 shows a
man with a liatchet buried in the top of liis head. The interpreter of tlie
count in 1868 said that this drawing represented the killing of a Kiowa
enemy by a Brule, or Sit:angii.-" The Wounded Bear Winter O)unt, an
Oglala clironology drawn during the reservation period on a United
States Army desertion report form, represents the second stage of
winter-count development. It shows a man's head in profile and a
hatchet stuck in the top of his skull for the year 1815. Beside tliis
pictograph is an inscription, "Wi tapaba tu ka rgap" (meaning the
splitting open of a Kiowa's skull).-' White Bull completes the transitional process by presenting the third stage of development, in wliich
he abandons pictographs altogether and is content to offer a written

and ihe .southern Canadian plains. 5«-Hugh A. Dempï^y, A Blackfoot Winter Count. GlenbowAlberta Institute. Occasional Paper no. 1 (Calgary, 1965), p. 3; Clark Wissler, "The Societal
Life of the Blackfoot Indians," Anthropological Papers of the American Museum of Natural
Hvitory7, pi. 1 (1911): 45.
19- Stanley Vestal (pseud. Walter Stanley Campbell), Warpath: The Tnie Story of the
Fighting Sioux Told in a Biography of Chief White Bull (Boston: Hoiighton Mifflin Co., 1934).
p. 259.
20. Mallery. "Pictographs," pp. 94-95, 108-9.
21. Copy of Wounded Bear Winter Count, obtained from Patrick A. Hayes, Bureau of
Indian Affairs. United States Department of ihe Interior, Washington, D.C., 1982. Also Stephen
E. Feraca, "The Wounded Bear Winter Count," 1978. p. 1, author's collection.
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Several count keepers marked the winter of 1814lH] 5 with pictographs similar to this one by Battiste
Good showing the killing of a Kiotva Indian.

notation in romanized Lakota: "Witapahatu wankarurapi"^^ Significandy, the stylistic changes in winter counts kept pace with, indeed
they exactly mirrored, the rapidly accelerating, increasingly pervasive Western influence upon Lakotas as the nineteenth century drew
to a close.
Since the traditional Likoui culture did not attach numbers to
years, the year designaticjns we see in connection with winter counts
are reservation-period additions or the result of researchers' findings.
The events shared by many Lakota counts, sometimes called "index
years," often help in establishing a relative sequence of historical
occurrences. Index years that record incidents known to have taken
place at a specific point in time can serve as benchmarks, allowing
researchers working in die established European-American mode to
create a temporal sequence. An index year thus provides a kind of
compass, making it possible to orient the history by counting backwards or forwards from die identified date and fixing the counts'
other events in time. One of the most common index years records
the Leonid meteor shower that lit up the night sky on 12-13 November 1833, a celestial display diat is noted by virtually every Lakota
winter count kept during diat period.-^ The Swift Bear Winter Count
of die Sicangus commemorates diis event widi a pictograph of a tipi
surrounded by stars. Since we know diat this meteor shower took
place during die winter of 1833, it follows diat die drawing that
appears before die meteor shower—a man wounded by an aiTow,
designating ^'Gray-Eagle-Tail-died Winter"—is intended to fill die slot
22. James H, Howard, trans, and ed.. The Warrior Who Killed Custer The Personal Narrative of Chief Joseph White Bull (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1968), p. 15,
23. Howard, "Biittertly's Mandan Winter Count," p. 29; Von Del Chamberlain. "Astronomical Content of North American Plains Indian Calendars," Archaeoastronomv: Supplement to theJournal for the History of Astronomy 15 (1984): S33-37.
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for an 1832 occurrence. Likewise, die picture designating the incident for die year after die meteor shower—a blanketed figure pierced
by an arrow, connoting "Man-came-with-gray-<:ap-on-killed Winter"—
represents the entry for 1834.^'
Some winter count events can be attributed to the historical tradition of one of the seven Lakota bands, or a group of bands sharing a
more or less common historical memory. Take the case of the Battle
of the Litde Bigliom, for instimce. Rarely dix\s a direct reference to
this 1876 fight find a place in Lakota winter counts. This fact may
seem odd, especially when we consider the caishing defeat that
Lakot:i warriors intlicted upon the Seventh Cavalry along die river
they called the Greasy Grass. However, that batde is not forgotten.
Instead, winter-count keepers record it obliquely, referring to events
associated widi it. Typically, chronicles from nortliern Lakota groups,
such as the Hunkpapas, commemorate the beginning of the Canadian exile of Sitting Bull and liis followers, which was a direct result
of the battle. Such accounts depict an Indian shaking hands widi a
white man dressed in red and refer to "Sitting Bull Shakes Hands
Widi a Soldier" or "Year Sitting Bull Made Peace with the Englishman, die Red Coat."^^ Winter covint keepers from the Oglalas and Sicangus to the south, more than a few of whom spent the Sioux War of
1876-1877 confined to reservations, characteristically recall some other
unpleasant fallout emanating from die Batde of the Little Big Horn,
For them, 1876 is frequently known as "Red Cloud's horses were
token away," a reference to the fact that die United States Army
confiscated warrior's mounts to keep them from joining Sitting Bull's
forces.-''
Tlie Lakotas' method of reck(^ning years by snowfalls often causes
diose who associate conventional dates widi die counts' pictograplis
to lalxîl years with a transitional form, such as 1789-1790 or 18751876. Tills practice accounts, at least in part, for die fact that chronicles
frequendy vary from the Gregorian calendar by a year or more either
way. In other words, an event identified as occurring in 1804 may
24. Lucy Kramer Colien, "Swift Bear's Winter Count," Indians at Work 9 (Feb. 1942): 31.
25- Alexis i'raus, 7he Sioux, 1798-1922: A Dakota Winter Count. Cranbrotik Institute of
Science, Bulletin no. 44 (Btoomfield Hills, Mich.. 1962), pp. 22-23; catalogue cards tor Long
Soldier Winter Count (cat. no. U/67/6720), Museum of the American Indian-Heye Toundation. New York, collection now in possession of the National Museum of the American
Indian. Smithsonian Institution, Washington. D.C.
26, Walker, Lakota Society, p. 148,
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actually have traaspired anytime between die early fall of 1803 and a
winter diat began with a late snowfall in early 1805.-' For example,
the illustration corresponding to the year 1840 in the Oglalas' Short
Man Winter Count depicts two men facing one anodier with a pair of
crossed aiTows suspended above their heads. The name of the year
is "Dmnkenfight."The Iron Crow Winter Count, anodier Oglala history, commemorates die .same incident—"Wliile daink. diey killed
each odier"—but here die date works out to 1841.* The incident
commemorated in both chronologies is a fi:acas, fueled by drink,
which culminated in the shooting of an Oglala headman named Bull
Bear.
A modem history book will tell us that this event took place in an
Oglala camp along Wyoming's Chugwater Creek in Noveml:>er 1841 ,*
And here we begin to discern one of the major differences between
the European-American and Lakota views of history. It is important
widiin a Western context to pinpoint as exacdy as possible the temporal placement of die event. For Lakotas, it made less difference
whedier Bull Bear was shot in 1840 or 1841 dian that some knowledge ol the death of diis leader was preserved. It was die event, its
inclusion in die Lakota saga, and its possible linkage to other occurrences in the overall story diat was important; not the precise year,
month, day, or hour when it transpired. For the Western mind, this
historical focus might call die audienticity of an incident into question; for Lakotas, the act of remembering itself breathed the liie of
reality into that which was remembered. Naturally, idiosyncratic, localized events dominate diis type of historical memory. Reports of
Lakota deaths at the hands of enemies and die subsequent meting
out of retributive justice figure prominendy in these clironicles. Meteorological events also appear—a winter so cold that crows fell
from the sky and landed dead outside tipis—as ck) treaty negotiatioRs or the arrival of such luxuries as striped blankets woven by the
Navajos.
One characteristic of Lakota winter counts that seldom receives
the attention it merits involves die common practice of borrowing
27. James H. Howard. "Yanktonai Ethnohistory and ihe John K. Bt-ar Winter Count,"
Plains Anthropologist 21 (Aug. 1976): 2.
28. Walker, lakota Society, pp. 139-40.
29. George E. Hyde, Red Cloud's Polk: A History of the Oglala Sioux Indians (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1975), pp, 53-55. Little Wound, Bull Bear's son, blamed Red
Cloud, arguably the most politically influeniial Oglala of his generation, for killing his falher.
James R- Walker. Lakota Belief and Ritual, ed. Raymond J. DeMallie and Elaine A. Jahner
(Lincoln: University of Nebra.ska Press, 1980), p, 195.
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&£' memorahle Leonid meleor shoti'er ofNovemher /Ä.i.i earned a place in numerous
winter counLs. including those of (¡eft to right) The Flame, lone Dog, and We Stvan.

events, either by someone creating a chronicle or filling in missing
years in an existing history. Widespread borrowing helps accoLint for
the numerous shared features of so many counts. In faa, many
chronicles are either outright copies or slightly expanded or abbreviated versions of otiier histories. The story of tlie Bull Bear Winter
Count provides an example. James R. Walker, tlie agency physician
among the Pine Ridge Oglalas from 1896 to 1914, learned that the
winter count kept by Bull Bear (the chief killed during the dainken
fighting refeiTed to earlier) originated with an unknown Oglala at an
unspecified time. This information is not particularly helpful in ascertaining tlie actual age of the chronicle, although Walker was told that
it was already "old in the year "Wlien they perfomied the ceremony
with horse's tails,' A.D. 1805." Walker believed the record came into
Bull Bear's possession as a bequest soon after 1805. Later, Bull Bear
probably gave it to a friend whose son sold the history to a collector,
but a copy was made, and eventually, the Bull Bear Winter Count
became known as the No Ears Winter Count. Several versions of this
count exist, and wliile they may be listed by such names as Flying
Hawk Winter Count they remain copies or variants of a primary
count.*' As a result, while dozeas of Oglala counts may surface. Walker
was probably on the right track in stating his belief tliat the band
recognized only three counts, tiiose of Red Cloud, American Horse,
30. Walker, Lakota Society, pp. 88, 112. The copy of the Bull Bear or No Ears Winter
Count obtained by Walker while he lived at Pine Ridge is in the archives of the Colorado
Historical Society, Denver, and has been published in Lakota Society, pp. 124-57. Walker
learned thai Bull Bear's original count was copied and continued hy Walking Eagle, the
father of his informant No Ears, who kept it in turn. No Ears told him that the pictographs
ended in 1889. and presumably, after this dale, the chronicle was converted lo its present
written form. Walker. Lakota Society, p. 115. Additional copies of this chronicle include one
in the Boas Collection, American Philosophical Society Library, Philadelphia. Pa. (which
includes a valuable translation by Elia Can* Deloria); William Powers, "A Winter Count of the
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and Bull Bear,^' In a similar situation, the Swift Dog Winter Count of
tlie Hunkpapas remains the Swift Dog Winter Count even though
other names have become attached to it over the years. ^^ This practice recognizes the original keeper as the "author" of the account no
matter how often it Ls amended or copied.
Today, we know virtually no more about the origin of winter
counts than Garrick MaUery did when he broke tlie news of their
existence in 1877. It is my sense, however, that they were at that time
probably of comparatively recent vintage. This view receives suppon from a paii- of factors. First, the oldest events for which comparisons can Ix' made among tlie Lakota histories date to the late eighteenth century, that is, during the lifetimes of the grandfathers of the
early reservation-period count keepers from whom westerners like
Mallery and his collaborator, United States Army sui^eon William H.
Corbusier, first obtained these chronicles. According to American
Horse, a noted Ogiala torn aroLind 1840, tiie winter count Corbusier
collected from liim at Pine Ridge between 1879-1880—one tliat reports events that took place l-)etween 1775-1878—originated with his
grandfather and passed to his fatlier before reaching his hands.
American Horse's fatlier was hoxw around 1805; therefore, tlie earliest event in his chronicle took place during the presumed lifetime of
his grandfatlier, the man identified as tlie count's originator.-*^ Second, althííugh tlie periods covered by Lakota winter counts vary,
none of tliose presently known can be said to report incidents antedating the late eigliteenth century.^ This statement remains true even
Ogtala." American Indian Tradition 52 ( 1963): 27-37; M. 1. McCreighl. Firewater and Forked
Tongues: A Sioux Chief Interprets U.S. History {Pasadetiü, Calif.: Trails* End Publishing Co..
1947). pp. 1Ó3-7U; Grange. "Garnier Oglala Winter Count." pp. 77-79; Manila W. Beckwith.
"Myihülogy of the Oglala Q-ikol-A.-Journal of American Folk-Lore 43 (Oct.-Dec. 1930): 34967: and James H. Howard, "Two Teton Dakota Winter Count Texts," North Dakota History 27
(Spring I960): Ó9-78.Í !. W:ilker. Lakota Society, p. 88. A ledger book containing the drawings of the American
Horse Winter Count is located in the Garrick Mallery Papers. National Anthropologie al Archives. National Museum of Natural History. Smithsonian Institution. Washington, D.C, and
ihe chronicle i.s reproduced in Maller>'. "Pictographs," pp. 129-46. The Red Cloud Winter
Count has not heen published under that name; it could still Iw in Lakota hands, ¡lave gone
unreported. be known by anotlier name, vi be lost.
32. Prau.s, 7ï)e Sioux, p. 3.
33. Mallery, "PictograpKs," pp. 129, B-i. Hyde. Reii Cloud s Folk, p. 318. slates thai American Horse's winter count "records ihe birth of his father. Sitting Bear, in the spring of 1H40."
In fact, [he 1H40-1841 American Horse eniry notes thai Silting Bear, American Horse's father,
led a hor.se-raiding expedition against the Flatht-ads, The 1839-1840 entry, however, mentions Anierican Horses Í>inh in ihe spring of 18^0. It is the 1805-1806 entry that records the
binh oi" American Horse's father. Silting Bear. Maller>-. "Pictographs." pp. 134. 140.
34. For a winter count from ihe Lakotas' Yanklonai (Nakoia.) relatives that allegedly
covers the period 1682-1883, see Howard. "Yanktonai Ethnohi.story." No pictographs accom-
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in light of die fact diat die pic^ographic chronicle maintained in a
ledger book by Battiste Good, a Sicangu also known as Brown Hat,
purportedly deals with events from as early as 1700.
Corbusier, who obtained Battiste Good's count in 1880 while stationed at Camp Sheridan, Nebraska, compared it to two other Lakota
chronicles he collected around that üme; American Horse's, which
begins in 1775, and another belonging to Cloud Shield that commenced in 1777. Referring to Good's version of tribal history, Liikota
informants told Corbusier that "his count formeriy embraced about
die same numl:)er of years as the other two. but that Good gathered
die names of niiuiy years from the old people and placed diem in
chronological order as far back as he was able to leam them."^'' Thus,
it appears tliat at one time Good may well have maint^iined a winter
count with an actLial date of commencement at some point around
the beginning of the last quarter of the eighteenth century. However,
to this record he made numerous additions, thereby giving an im]-)ression diat his version of Lakota history ttwk in a greater period of
time dian it actually did.
Good, who was Ix^m around 1821 or 1822 and probably died in
the 1880s,^' further iTiuddied die waters by coming up widi twelve
drawings for Corbusier, each depicting a Lakota village widi allegedly historical activity transpiring within the camp circle. Tlirough
diese generational cycles—all but one drawing covered a period of
seventy years, a traditional Lakota generation—Good claimed the
ability to trace tribal history back to A.D. 901 or even to a point "six
hundred years after die l^eginning."^' The material presented in these
generational cycles is probably l^est viewed with an attitude of sympany this count, however, which is written entirely in romanized Dakota, a form unknown
ID Yanktonais until the mid-nineteenth century. Howard's British Museum Winter Count, pp.
97-109, contain.s a listing of numerous winter counis; it must lie used with caution, however,
since inaccuracies abound.
35. Mallery, "Pictographs," p. 129. The version of Battiste Good's winter count inspected
by Corbusier and Mallery is MS ¿il2. in Box 12. File 6, Mallery Papers.
36. Good's hinh date is from Mallery. "Picture-Writing," p. 317. An uncaialogued manuscript at ihe American Museum of Natural Hisiory in New York contains a lypewritten copy
of a portion of his winter count in which it is anonymously speculated fhat he dit-d around
1880, but William H. Corbusier, who originally discovered the count and passed it along to
Garrick Mallery, wroic as lale as 1884 that he had "heard of him IGood] indirectly and 1 think
I can now reach him' (Corhusicr to Mallcr\; H Siípi. 1884, Mallcr\' Papers).
3". KdwartI S. Curtis, The North American Indian. Being a Series of Volumes Picturing
and Describing tbe Indiuns of the United States and Alaska, ed. Frederick W. Hodge, Vul. 3
(N.p.: By the Author, 1908), p, 159. In an appendix, pp. 159-82, Curtis presents the winter
count and gt-nt-raiional cycles of Battiste Good's son. High Hawk. A copy of Battiste Good's
count, probably also drawn by his son High Hawk, is at the Denver Art Museum (cataiogue
number 1963.272) in Denver.
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A tillage oftipis encircles each ci eut pictured in Battiste Good's generational
chronicle of Lakota history, draum on pages from a ledger hook.

pathy toward Good's attempt to relate his people's history from the
murkiest of times, but sympathy that is well tempered by skepticism.
Pioneering winter-count researcher Garrick Mallery observed in conneaion with these illustrations—which find no place in any Lakota
winter-count tradition other tlian that of Good—that they are "interesting from the mytliology and tradition referred to and suggested
by them, and which must be garnered from the chaff of uncomprehended missionary teaciiing."^
Generational cycles and Battiste Good's probable artificial lengthening of his cliionoiogy aside, Lakotas looked to winter counts as
accurate representations of their history. By ticking off the number of
pictures separating one incident from another, they calculated tlie
number of years within a relevant period of time. Winter counts also
helped them establish a generally accepted sequence for less-wellknown events since each incident functioned as a snapshot from tlie
past. The recorded incident was part of the core of shared memories
around which a group oriented its recollections of whatever else
transpired that year. As James R. Walker learned within a few years of
coming to live among the Lakotas, many older people tied the year
38. Mallery, "Picture-WriUng," p. 288.
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of their birtli to a winter-count event.'^ Thus, the Oglala warrior
Afraid of Bear told Walker: "I was lx)m the year When Tliey Brouglit
In die Captives (1843). My father. . . . was bom the year When the
Good White Man Came (1802)."^"
Althougli winter counts met Lakotas' needs, they pose difficult
problems for historians who attempt to use them as sources of information. For example, it is unlikely that we will ever know anytliing
at all about some of die people, places, and events appearing in the
chronicles. Who was Charred Face? or Wears a Warbonnef Where
was diat ash grove some Lakotas associated widi a particularly fine
winter camp and plenty of fresh buffalo meat back in 1845? Wliat,
exacdy, happened when a warrior named Body was shot and left
behind for dead, only to return home safely later? Matters like these
must remain forever beyond our ken, but others reported in Lakota
winter counts invite ftirther inquiry. For instance, while we may never
know die identity of the GCXKI Wliite Man mentioned above, it is not
entirely unreasonable to hope that with a litde help from EuropeanAmerican documentary sources we might actually be able to lift the
veil of anonymity from another tnider: the one Lakotas called Little
Beaver, who lived in a log house on an island not unlike the animal
for which he was named, and whose trading post on the Missouri
River burned around 1809. Interesting work has already been done
with Lakota winter-count notations about astronomical phenomena,
as well as references to outbreaks of smallpox. "
Certainly, there is plenty of material awaiting researchers' attention. Consider the collections of the Soudi Dakota State Historical
Society, which, in addition to a copy of the widely reproduced Lone
Dog Winter Count, also include six more. None of the society's winter counts, aside from Lone Dog's, have yet tx^en subjected to exhaustive investigation. They are as follows:
Lone Dog Winter Count (museum catalogue, 1978.121) Lone
Dog, a Yanktonai Nakota, was die keeper of die first published winter count.''^ His count covers the winters of 1800-1871. The society's
copy contains symbols painted on cowhide that are read counter
clockwise from the center. This copy was donated to the society by
39. Walker, ¡xtkota Society, p. 87.
40. Walker, Ixikota Betief and Ritual, p- 20141. See ChamlxiHain. "Astronomical Contení of North American Plains Indian Calendars,"
and Linea Sundsirum, "Smallpox Lised Them Dp; Disease in Northern Plains Winter Counis,
Ethnohistory 44, no. 2 (1997): 303-43.
42. Mallery, "Calendar of the Dakota Nation." See also Mallery, "Pictute-'Wdting," pp. 273-87.
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Theodore Riggs, the son of missionary Thomas Riggs, from the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation area. The younger Riggs received it
from Chris Colombe (bom sometime in the 1880s), who got it from
William Stranger Horse, who was ten or twenty years older. Tlie
count is considered an authentic copy of Lone Dog s original count.
Unattributed winter count (archives catalogue, H75.321, Folder
25, Sioux Miscellany Collection). Tliis winter count, donated by Mrs.
Frank Eaton in 1875, covers tlie years fi-oni 1789 to 1926. It is handwritten in Lakota on six sheets of lined paper. The years are given in
arabic numerals on the lefthand side of each page, and tlie written
inscriptions are immediately to the right of die dates.
Swift Bear Winter Count (museum catalogue, 77.76). This count
was donated by Forrest G. Bratley, whose father, J. H. Bratley, was a
teacher on the Rosebud Indian Reservation at tlie turn of tlie century.
The senior Bratley collected the count from Singlewood, a Sicangu
Lakota. Tlie count was attributed to Swift Bear, also a Sic^angu, with
Singlewood being the last of three successive keepers.'^ The history

Painted on a narrow strip of muslin, the society's Swift Bear
Winter Count ivas banded doivn through several keepers.

deals with the 1800-1899 period. The clironicle is painted on a 3/2inch-by-69y2-inch strip of muslin. A variant of this account was published by Lucy Kramer Cohen in 1942.*'''
Brown Wolf Winter Count (archives catalogue, MF 1832; museum catalogue, 1970.247). The Brown Wolf Winter Count covers
the years between 1835 and 1921 and is represented by a microfilm
copy of a ledger-book count created by Philip Brown Wolf, a Brule',
or Sicangu, Lakota. In 1967, museum staff also drew the winter count
with permanent marking pen on unbleached cotton muslin. The
43. Lena Ranson, "The 'Winter Counts" of the Dakotas," Kansas Magazine (Christmas
1910): 23.
44. Cohen, "Swift Bear's Winter Count." Indians at Work 9 ()an. 1942): 18-21, (Fds.
1942): 30-31, (Mar. 1942): 29-30.
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ledger book was donated for copying by Oliver Brown Wolf of Eagle
Biitte, Soutli Dakota.
Long Soldier Winter Count *1 (museum catalogue, 69162).
This pictographic count deals witli the years between 1798 and 1904
or 1905. The pictures are arranged in an inward-moving spiral, which
begins in the upper lefthand comer of a 72-inch-by-35-inch piece of
muslin bearing tlie handwritten inscription, "History of a band of
Dakota [sic] who lived Near the Mouth of tlie Grand River." Little is
known about where this State Historical Society count, which covers
die dates 1878-1905, originated. However, it is a variant of a count
covering the period 1798-1902 that was painted by Long Soldier and
bore the c^atalogue number 11/6720 at New York's Museum of the
American Indian-Heye Foundation and is presumably now in the
collections of the National Museum of the American Indian,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C'' A Hunkpapa named Long
Soldier, or Akicita Hanska, signed the Foit Laramie Treaty of 1868.
By the reservation period (after 1881), he was known for liis heiglit
(perhaps as great as six feet four inches) as well as his habit of
carrying about a sharpened iron poker. With Running Antelope and
Red Horse, Long Soldier served as a leader of the last Hunkpapa
buffalo hunt, which took place on the Standing Rock Indian Reservation in 1882.-^"
Charging Thunder Winter Count (museum catalogue, 74.2.9).
This pictographic winter count covere the period 1764-1901, the oldest events in any Hunkpapa history reported to date. An artist using
red, blue, and gray pencil drew it on a 36-inch-by-70-Ínch piece of
unbleached cotton muslin. Tlie drawings are arranged in an inwardmoving rectangular pattem tliat commences in tlie upper lefthand
comer of tlie cloth. Handwritten notations in Lakota accompany
those covering the chronicle's first forty-two years. The following
45. According to [he catalogue-card information connecied wiih this count, it was collected sometime after 19Ü5 by Mrs. M. K. Squires, appart-ntly at Fort Yates, North Dakota,
and accessioned to the museum in 1923 as a gift from Thea Heye, the founder's wife.
Typewritten file cards containing the count's events nole thai Long Soldier himself provided
the interprétai i on of incidents.
46. Charles J. Kappler. Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties, Vo!. 2, Treaties (Washington.
D.C; Government Printing Office, 1904), p. 1006; James McLaughlin. My Friend the Indian
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1910), pp, 33, 103; Decost Smith, Red Indian Experiences
(London: George Allen & Unwin, 1949), p. ¡26, Long Soldier's name is conspicuously absent
from the list of surviving Hunkpapa veterans of the Battle of ihe Little Bighorn that historian
Walter Stanley Campbell compiled in 1929, so he may well have died by that lime, Stanley
Vestal (pseud, Walter Stanley Campbell), New Sources of Lndian History. 1850-1891: The
Ghost Dance—The Prairie Sioux, a Miscellany (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, ¡934),
p. 180.
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The society's Charging Thunder Winter Conn! faiiitivs hoth
pictographs and notations handwritten in Lakota.

message appears on the count: "Winter count drawn by Standing
Rock Indian—Ft. Yates—Bought of a very old man by Miss Collins"
(noted missionary Mary C. Collins), The date of collection is not
known, but the count was accessioned by the State Historical Society
in 1920, The count is attributed to Charging Thunder, whom pioneering Smitlisonian Institution researcher Frances Densniore identified as a hereditary band chief who provided material for her 1913
studies of the Standing Rock Hunkpapas. She descri}:>ed him as "a
man of genial countenance and poweriiul physique." He said of himself, "'My prayer has been heard and I have lived long.""'^ He was a
meml-)er of the elite White Horse Riders warrior society, oi^anized
by Sitting Bull in 1876 just prior to the Battle of the Little Bighorn,
Charging Thunder accompanied Sitting Bull into Canadian exile in
1877, retumed to the United States in 1881, and spent the period
1881-1883 imprisoned with Sitting Bull at Fort Randall, South Dakota. Released in 1883, he moved to Standing Rock Indian Reservation in North Dakota. According to the winter count of his compatriot Swift Dog, Charging Thunder died in 1922.*'«
Long Soldier Winter Count #2 (museum catalogue, 2001.39.2).
This winter count appears to have been created by Long Soldier, a
47. Frances Densmore, Teton Sioux Music, Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin no.
61 (Washington, D.C: Government Printing Office. 1918), pp. 90, 170. 181-83.
48. Praus. We Sioux, p. 29; Vestal, New Sources of Indian History, pp. 183. 268, 293.
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Lakota Sioux from tlie Standing Rock reservation. The ciironicle covers the years from 1798 to 1906 and includes events particular to Stiinding Rock, such as agent Major James McLaughlin's attending the last
communal buffalo hunt held on the reservation. The winter count is
painted on a heavy-weight muslin cloth with the images starting in
the upper left comer, reading across the row to the riglit, then down
one row and back to the left. Ralph Reed of Enumclaw, Wasliington,
recently donated the count to the society. Reed's grandfather, George
Waldo Reed, collected the item while he was a Congregational minister for the American Missionary Association. He replaced Mary C.
Collins on tlie Standing Rock Indian Reservation in 1887 or 1888.
Since Garrick Mallery's time, Lakota winter counts have lx)th fascinated and frustrated students of tribal history. This condition is at
while the pictographs of the society's Long Soldier Winter Count
*2 (shown here) closely resemble those of Long Soldier Winter
Count *1 in stylo and subject matter, they differ in their (irratij^cnicnt.

-c
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least pardy attributable to the fact diat, as sources of historical information, the winter counts fall into the "nontraditional" c-ategory. From
a historian's perspective, however, winter counts have less to do with
"history." in the sense that events are corroborated by outside sources,
than with tribal ideology, or the glue diat holds the members of a
group together. Historiographer Harry E, Barnes once pointed out
that the FAiropean medieval historian "frequendy considered mo.st
important for his record some insignificant miracle or die transfer of
the bones of a saint, information of litde value to the modem historical investigator, except in so far as it revealed . . . hLs limited historical
perspective.""'' Today, Barnes's characterization of such a perspective
as "limited" seems wrongheaded. After all, an understanding of precisely such a perspective as Barnes alluded to is a caicial element in
any reasonable attempt to comprehend how a people view their
history. In odier words, the occurrences Lakotas deemed sufficiendy
important for inclusion in die canon of their historical memory demand serious consideration by anyone seeking to compose a clearer
picture of their saga as Lakotas diemselves perceived (and still seek
to perceive) it. Whether pictographic or written, wliedier committed
to a buffalo hide or the paper pages of a schoolchild's exercise book,
winter counts faithfully served their intended purpose. They insured
that Lakotas could claim dieir history, sing paeans to a remembered
past, and not become "like wind on the buifalo grass."
49. Barnes, History of Historical Writing, pp, 64-65.
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